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Abstract—The current paper presents extensions to a distributed user mobility-based proactive caching scheme that
supports individual users’ requests, and a brief discussion of
the benefits from exploiting user-centric features. The approach
applies to Heterogeneous Wireless Networks (HWNs) for offloading traffic volumes to small cells and for reducing delay
for specific categories of mobile users and mobile application
scenarios through Efficient Proactive Caching (EPC) decisions
at small cells. The approach is designed to support mobile users’
requests for content not treated by popularity-based caching.
Here, we discuss how proactive caching decisions can jointly
utilize individual user mobility and data popularity to enhance
the benefits of cache decisions for individuals to a broader set of
mobiles requesting the same data.

a rule that weights delay cost gains with mobile handoff
probabilities between the currently and future hosting small
cells, and compares it to the current cache-storage price.
Essentially, EPC chooses to cache data for which delay gains
are higher than the cost of utilizing part of the cache-storage.
On one hand, delay costs express an application-specific
level of sensitivity to data transfer delay while on the other
cache prices capture the dynamic storage demand and supply
conditions:

 1 iff qsl (Drmt − Dloc) ≥ pl (t) ,
l
bs (t) =
(1)

0
Otherwise

I. I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORK

The above rule uses the delay cost in case of a cache miss
Drmt for transferring data from the remote source, the delay
cost in case of a cache hit Dloc for transferring data from the
local cache, and the cache congestion price pl (t) at the time
of decision t. Note that the delay gain is weighted by the
mobility probability qsl to small cell l of a mobile requesting
for object s . Finally, when the mobile handoffs to a neighbor,
then the cache space is freed in other neighboring small cells.
Next, we discuss how proactive caching decisions can
integrate data popularity to leverage the benefits of cache
decisions made for individuals, for a broader set of mobiles. It
should be noted that such an extension does not alter the goal
of EPC, which is to serve individual mobiles’ requests. Rather,
it broadens the potential of EPC gains by reusing already
prefetched and cached data even after the original requesting
mobile handoffs to another small cell. The former implies
“paying” the cost of prefetching once while yielding benefits
for multiple users with same requests. Extending the process
of cache decisions is straightforward by allowing cached data
to remain in the cache up until part of the cache-space needs to
be freed for new comming individual requests. The challenge
is to adapt data-popularities in (1) assuming that the most
popular objects are more likely to be also requested by other
users in the near future, and to combine the former with an
appropriate cache replacement policy.
Last, other extensions can be based on learning and adapting
to user behavior [4] or to the inter-play between users, loca-

Proactive fetching and caching data [1], [3], [5], [6] in nexthop small cells within a Heterogeneous Wireless Network
(HWN) reduces network hop-distance between mobiles and
data-sources. Moreover, it addresses the (commonly) restricted
backhaul capacity of small cells such as femto/pico or Wi-Fi
cells. Our past work on Efficient Proactive Caching (EPC) [9],
[10], [12], [13] offers a treatment to the causes of data-transfer
delay for mobile users by trading cache space at small cells
for reduced data transfer delay to mobiles, while efficiently
utilizing cache storage. In our original design, we aim to serve
the exact individual mobile users’ demand in HWN. To do
so, cache decisions exploit information regarding individual
requests and mobility, which can be either estimated by
monitoring their past exhibited mobility behavior or attained
by some external mechanism [7], [8], and use cache congestion
prices that adapt the value of the available cache space to the
dynamic cache supply and demand conditions. Hence, EPC
covers the demand for less popular content as well as the
demand for data-requests that have a user-specific character
in typical mobile application scenarios such as mobile chat or
notifications.
Other existing proactive solutions in literature ignore a
significant percentage of requests categorized in the “long tail”
of typical content popularity distributions and can not adapt
quickly to unexpected flash-crowds of requests. Unlike these
solutions, autonomous EPC decisions at small cells follow
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tions and interests [11]. Leveraging specific user-centric features such as user context and user behavior can improve the
Quality of Service (QoS) offered to users through proactively
caching their requested data. Furthermore, grouping mobiles
on the basis of common context, preferences or mobility can
be expected to lead to more efficient decisions based on a more
precise estimation of handoff probabilities, future requests and
cached-objects reuse.
II. A DAPTING DATA P OPULARITIES
We propose the following extended rule, which integrates
the frequency fs of requests for an object s:

 1 iff (qsl + fs )(Drmt − Dloc) ≥ pl (t) ,
l
bs (t) =
(2)

0
Otherwise
Regarding data popularity, they can be known from an external
mechanism or through cooperation with a centralized authority
such as the base station of the macro cell of the HWN. Note
that the extended rule above uses the sum 0 ≤ qsl + fs ≤ 2,
denoting that there is no correlation between data popularities
and user mobility probabilities and that data can be proactively
cached even when either qsl or fs is very small or zero.
Given that popularities are used in (2), there must be also
a cache replacement policy such that cache space becomes
available again. One way is to trigger cache replacement is
after a positive decision of rule (2), which however cannot
be served due to lack of available cache space. The cache
replacement policy can discard the cached objects with the
smallest expected gains (qsl + fs )(Drmt − Dloc) until there is
enough cache space for the the newly requested data with a
positive proactive caching decision in (2). Alternatively, we
can apply the original rule in (1) and discard objects based
on commonly used replacement policies, such as a Least
Recently Used (LRU)1 . According to LRU, proactively cached
objects are evicted starting from the object that has stayed the
longest time in the cache without being used by any mobile
and proceeding with evicting the next oldest object(s) in the
cache up until there is enough space for the latest positive
cache decision. If there is still not enough available space after
applying LRU, then more objects may be evicted by reapplying
(1) on all currently cached objects.
III. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper presents our work-in-progress on Efficient Proactive Caching (EPC) as a mobility support and offloading
solution in Heterogeneous Wireless Networks (HWNs). We
discuss extensions to EPC cache decisions to consider data
popularities jointly with individual user mobility and requests
in an effort to leverage the most out the cached data for
multiple users. Additionally, we propose two alternatives for
evicting cached objects in order to accommodate a new object
in the cache after a corresponding cache decision. We also outline the importance of a users’ context and behavior, which can
1 LRU and LRU-based policies have been found [2] to perform generally
better in practice than Least Frequently Used (LFU) policies.

be exploited in order to group mobiles and take corresponding
cache decisions that further increase the efficiency of cache
utilization.
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